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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The woman's movement had the distinction
of being the only social movement in the
history of the United States that is regarded
by its opponents as a joke. (Roberta Salper 1972)
Recently Time published a "Special Report" called
"Lifting the Veil" on "how the Taliban brutalized the women
of Afghanistan"

(Pearlstine 2001) .

The reports of the poor-

treatment; of women by the Taliban that have been in the
news since September 11 are not news to me, an active
feminist.

I remember a campaign, in which small pieces of

blue burka fabric were pinned on lapels, that was launched
by Mavis Leno a few years ago so that we could acknowledge
the horrid conditions under which the Afgani women live.
This lack of acknowledgment of the ongoing maltreatment of
women by the United States is not a surprise to me.
However, the lack of comparison to Christianity is.

When

will they be doing a special issue on the "Lifting of the
Stained Glass Ceiling" to focus on the gender inequality in
the hiring practices of the American clergy?
The oppressive practices of the Taliban are born out
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of a human institution controlled by an ultra-radical group
of Islamic fundamentalists.

Women in the United States may

not be wearing burkas or may not be banned from public
education, but perhaps oppression is relative.

It is very

easy to focus on the overt sexism of the Taliban while
overlooking the subtle sexism that is present in our own
social institutions.

In our country many perceive it as

God's wil] that men and women be treated differently.

Our

nation has been subordinating v/omen since the beginning of
our country's short 200 plus years in existence.
reminds me of a Bible verse I once read.
states "How can you say to your brother,

It

Matthew 4:7
'Let me take the

speck out of your eye,' when all the time there is a plank
in your own eye?"

(The Bible Gateway 2002) .

In this study I will examine reinforcing effects that
religion has on sexism.

In Chapter Two the use of a multi-

dimensional model will help to demonstrate the theoretical
framework for sexism in the United States.

This model,

borrowed from the area of social ethics, shows the
entangled and often subtle aspects of sexism.
first introduced by Anderson and Pickering

The model,

(1986) for the

explanation of the embedded nature of the color line into
the social order of society, has to be modified to fit the
idea of sexism.

As has been seen in the past, a push for

3

civil rights can unite minorities.
Chapter Three will present a review of the literature.
The components used to measure both religiosity and
fundamentalism as well as the components used to measure
feminism were researched.

A full listing of the hypotheses

explored is included in Chapter Four. The General Social
Survey Data from 1996 was used to investigate the
hypotheses.

Chapter Five includes the results from the

data analysis, while Chapter Six includes the possibilities
for future research and addresses the limitations of this
present study.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
I sat listening to the sermon as I had done on
countless other Sunday mornings.

I was not merely an

observer but an active participant.
surprised me.
all wrong.

The pastor's statement

He essentially said that feminists have it

Trying to achieve "equality" through

"sameness"

is incorrect because God created us differently. The pastor
went on to say he wanted to see women "continue to shave
their legs" and "speak with a soft voice."

In a matter of

two or three sentences this pastor debased, the research and
studies I had been doing for the past several years by
saying feminists are about not having to shave their legs.
This story is not. uncommon.

Everywhere in the world

people hear ideas like these from their religious leaders.
Women are excluded from worship services in some
denominations, while in others they are told how to dress.
Let us not take away from the progress that women have made
in the realm of religion.

Only in the last century we have

seen women rising to the level of lead clergy in some
denominations.

Even though feminists have overcome many

4
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obstacles in the realm of religious studies, there are
still more to tackle

(Erickson 1993).

This research will

focus on sexism as a product of religion.
Definitions
To better frame the argument, definitions of the
sexism, feminism, and religiosity are necessary.

Sexism is

a complex set of beliefs and attitudes that asserts that
women are "inherently inferior" to men and thus do not
deserve the same privileges as men
Schwirian 1997, p. 223).

(Curry, Jiobu, and

The idea of sexism is not to be

confused with the term of feminism.
Feminism is a difficult term to define due to the
complex nature of the issues involved

(Arnold 2000).

One

of the main objectives of feminism is to identify and rid
social institutions of sexism.

According to Rita Gross

(1996) feminism is a "conviction that women really do
inhabit the human realm and are not 'other,' not a separate
species"

(p. 12).

Thex~e are almost as many types of feminist theories as
there are people who study them.
(Warren 1987), male feminism
radical feminism

We have eco-feminism

(Boone and Cadden 1990),

(Warren 1987), conservative

(Binion 1991), liberal feminism

feminism

(Binion 1991), and

is not an oxymoron) Christian feminism

(no, it

(Leckey 1995), just
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to name a few.

Due to the illusive and diverse nature of

the "feminist," stereotypes have arisen and thus created a
hostile atmosphere around the term.

These negative images

of the feminist are yet another way our society manifests
its sexism.
However, each of these groups are "united by a belief
that the unequal and inferior social status of women is
unjust and needs to be changed"

(Jagger 1977, p. 5).

The

difference lies in the varying approaches to the inequality
of women.
Religion, too, is a difficult concept to define
1995).

(Lyden

Very often when one attempts to apply a definition

to religion, it has a tendency to appear ethnocentric
(Gross 1996).

One must include all those things that are

usually considered religion, while at the same time not
appearing to be too general and thus meaningless
.1995) .

For Rudolf Otto all religions are an answer to the

transcendent dimension that we all experience
1950).

According to theologian Paul Tillich

(Otto

[1923]

(1958)

religion is dealing with the "ultimate concern"
For Marx

(Lyden

(p. 3).

(1844)/[1970] it is pacification for the oppressed

and enslaved, "the opium of the people"

(p. 2) .

For the purpose of this paper I will be using the term
religion to refer to beliefs, thoughts, practices, and
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communities that function to define what is sacred, and
thus what is profane, in an individual's life
Durkheim

(using

[1912] 1995; Gross 1996; Porterfield 1998).

That

which is sacred in society has a "quality of holiness"
(Porterfield 1998 p. 167) determined by the context in
which it exists.

Things that are considered sacred can

include artifacts, rites, and people
1995).

(Durkheim

[193 2]

Therefore, things profane are the everyday ordinary

things that, for lack of other words, are not sacred.
Sexism, in addition to abiding in other social realms,
can be seen in all aspects of the sacred.
across class and racial boundaries.

Sexism cuts

Sexism is in our

schools, our government, our homes, and most definitely in
our churches.

It. is also useful to keep in mind that

religion is one of the agents of socialization from which
individuals in a society frame their reality.
Religion and Social Ethics
Copeland

(1988) describes religion as a central

element of the social order.

These social

institutions,

comprised also of educational systems, economic systems,
families, and government systems, are responsible for the
teaching of and enforcement of the norms and values of a
given society.
is reinforced.

Religion is merely one more way that sexism
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As regards religion as an embedded notion of the
social order, Copeland

(1988) uses a four-tiered

explanation for the existence of this relationship:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Value, and thus religion, is
an inherent aspect of the social
order;
In the light of religion, the social
order is problematic;
The social order needs the insights
and passion of religion if it is to
be just; and
Religion must be embodied in the social
order to be actual, (p. 19)

Because religion is embedded in the social order, its
effects can be seen in the behaviors of the society.

These

collective behaviors are driven by the collective
conscience.

The collective conscience is the whole of

beliefs, held by the average member of society, that has a
"life of its own"

(Durkheim

[1895] 1939, p. 79).

The

religion and morals, as well as the traits attributed to
God, "reflect the collective conscience, and with it, the
needs of society"

(Schoenfeld and Mestrovic 1991, p. 3) .

Later in Durkheim's works his ideas gave way to the notion
of social currents, which are less specific and more fluid
than the collective conscience.
of religion Durkheim

In his sociological

study

([1912] 1995) stated that religion is

the "womb" of all social institutions that are in place to
meet the needs of the society as a whole.
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Religion and Sexism
Sexism is a by-product of the social institutions that
make up our society.

Discrimination is one such

implementation of sexism.

In most areas of our lives,

whether education or career, laws protect us from
discrimination.
There are however, notable areas in which women can be
freely arid openly discriminated against.

One of these

areas deals with positions of authority in certain
religious organizations.

In these cases the aforementioned

laws are void in their application to women in religious
service.

In this regard the government does not support

"liberty and justice for all" but rather defers to the
individual religious organization to interpret the law.
Not only can a religious organization discriminate in the
matter of female ordination but it can also do so in the
staffing of such things as a church bookstore
2 0 01).

(Robinson

Thus, the very government set up to protect the

rights of women from discrimination in obtaining a job
endorses religious groups that do so

(Robinson 2001) .

Multidimensional Model
In a ground-breaking study on racism in the United
States, Anderson and Pickering

(1986) discussed the idea of

the "color line" and its effects on the social order of
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society.

In this work they use a six-dimensional model in

explaining the institution of racism.

In 1988 Pellauer

borrowed this model and applied it to sexism.

The six

dimensions per Pellauer that will be explored are:
1.

Separation of the sexes

2.

Subordination of women in their access to
a.
basic life needs
b.
high-quality public institutions
c.
structures for political freedom and power
Denial of ordinary status
Fear and avoidance on the part of both women and
men
Violence toward women and lack of security in
personal integrity

3.
4.
5.

6.

Rationalization of all of these

I will look at each of these dimensions individually as
they relate to the role religion plays in the systemic
debasement of women.

They must also be looked at in total

as they are "interrelated and reinforce each other"

(Hatch

198 8, p, 155).
Separation
When it comes to the separation of the sexes Pellauer
(1988) uses two folk sayings to demonstrate how sexism is
carried out in contemporary society.
but "woman's place is in the home"

"It's a man's world,"

(p. 130).

These are

clear examples of the place of women in the public versus
private realms.

The private realm of home, family, and

children belongs to women; while workplace, politics, and
leadership belong to men.

In the area of religion this
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distribution of social roles is very evident.

Women in the

two largest religious groups in the United States, Roman
Catholicism and Southern Baptist Convention
allowed to be priests or lead pastors.

(SBC), are not

Women are relegated

to roles of support such as nursery workers, Sunday school
teachers, and pot luck pie bakers.
In contemporary American society men usually hold one
job outside the home.

Women take care of the children and

home after an eight-plus-hour day.
we know as the "second shift"

This occurrence is what

(Hochschild 1989) .

There have been studies, however, to show that women
are at the root of many different social movements
1992; McAdam 1988).

(Cable

Cable points out that as women get

more involved in the social movement's organizations, the
more they take on male gender roles of leadership

(Cable

1992) .
In the hierarchy, which the leaderships of both of
these groups are based on, women play the support roles,
while men hold the top leadership roles.

The women are

able to teach the children but not the whole
or parish.

What do those children become?

congregation--the whole congregation.

congregation
They become the

These are truly

examples of patriarchy in its ultimate form.
Fundamentalists use the literal translation of the
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Bible as a way to explain issues in their lives
1994; Hawley and Proudfoot 1994).

(Balmer

They fail to see the

cultural prescriptives that are in the book

(Balmer 1994).

In Colossians 3:18 the author calls for wives to submit to
their husbands, while 3:22 calls for slaves to obey their
masters.

If we are to make sure that wives submit to

husbands, then are we not also supposed to make sure that
slaves submit to masters as the scriptures say?

Without

the acquisition or ownership of slaves are we then not out
of social order?
Subordination
According to Pellauer

(1988) the subordination

dimension is seen as the "denial of women of equal access
to high-quality public institutions that minister to basic
life needs and that distribute power, wealth, and cultural
goods"

(pp. 131 32).

One way in which a woman's voice is

left unheard by the masses is by the exclusion of women
from the important task of drawing up the charter or
foundation for the company.

Women were left out completely

from the decision-making process as to which books would be
included in the Bible.

Who is to say that the Gospel

According to Mary should not have been included?
Society Library 2001)

(Gnostic

But rather than using the Bible as a

historical and cultural document, it is used to subordinate
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present-day women as well.
Many studies have been done on the absence of women's
voices, names, and accomplishments from the Bible.

When

Elizabeth Cady Stanton introduced her own "The Women's
Bible" she discussed how it was the believing by women
themselves that allowed for this subordination by religion
to endure

(Pellauer 1991).

The alleviation of this

subordination was not likely as "no appeal to the selfinterest of the dominant powers can be made"
1972).

(Stanton

Therefore, the change must come from the women in

the group coming to see themselves as being

subordinated.

Another example of this denial is the pay gap that
exists between males and females.

On average a woman makes

only $.75 for every $1 a man makes

(England 2000).

As with most corporations, the higher one climbs the
ladder, the higher one's income will be.

In the largest

denominations, which are run by very rigidly defined
corporate terms, there is no possible way for a woman to
surpass the highest male's earnings as men very likely will
be in the top slots unless something is to change.

Many

researchers have noticed this trend and focused their
attention on the plight of women in the professional
ministry.

14

Women in ministry.
Women in ministry like all women trying
to function in public roles under male
rules, find themselves in a double bind.
They are allowed success only by being
better than men at the games of masculinity,
while at the same time they are rebuked for
having lost their femininity.
In such a
system it is not possible for women to be
equal, but only to survive in a token and
marginal way at tremendous physical and
psychological cost (Ruether 1983, p. 201).
Since the 1970s the number of women entering
seminaries has greatly increased
2 000).

(Robinson 2 001; Van Biema

Research shows that the enrollment of women in

Protestant seminaries has tripled in the last 20 plus
years.

Women constitute 33.9 percent of the total

enrollment

(Culmer 1999; Van Biema 2000), and in some cases

they make up over 50 percent of the student body
2001; Robinson 2001).

(Pinsky

Even in the Southern Baptist

seminaries there has been an increase in the number of
women enrolled, with up to 4 0 percent of the student body
being women.

Other Southern Baptist women have opted for

more liberal denominations

(Van Biema 2000) .

These numbers can give a picture of optimism by women
who would like to enter the ministry.
doing are two different things.

But training for and

Women who enter the clergy

are often met with discrimination and pay gaps.
percent of practicing clergy are women

Only 10

(Culmer 1999)
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Those who are practicing are often pushed into "specialized
ministry"

(Lampman 1998).

In the United States there is a "glass ceiling" that
has kept women out of high-paying, upper-level positions
(Renzetti and Curran 1998).

It exists also for those women

who have been called to the vocation of minister.

The

difference is that only women hit the "stained-glassed
ceiling"

(Lampman 1998; Pinsky 2001).

The major difference

in the two is that the employers in the latter have a lack
of government disapproval for their actions.

Women clergy

suffer financial bias in relation to their male
counterparts, with women making 9 percent less than the men
do

(Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 1998).
The Southern Baptist Convention

(SBC), states for its

reasoning: "While both men and women are gifted for service
in the church, the office of pastor is limited to men as
qualified by Scripture"
Convention 2001).

(Jonsson 2000; Southern Baptist

The SBC, which governs close to 40,000

churches in the United States, has close to 16 million
members

(Lampman 2000; Southern Baptist Convention 2001).

There are, however, some 1600 ordained women working in
churches under the SBC

(Robinson 2001).

Denial of Ordinary Status
As was mentioned before, the major

instructional
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manual for the Christian is the Bible.

And this Bible has

an uncanny ability to leave out the women, who have made
and continue to make up a large portion of the population.
In terms of status, women are not referred to by name, thus
stripping them of their primary identity: Jairus' daughter
(Mark 5:22), the woman at the well

(John 4:10-12), the

woman with the alabaster jar (Luke 7:36).
take the Bible literally

Thus, those who

(i.e., fundamentalists) would not

examine the Bible for who has been left out but rather
notice that God was interested in the happenings only of
men.
A man pleads before Congress that he be given back his
name after having been implicated in the Watergate scandal.
Now we, of course, know that his name was not physically
taken from him, but rather his reputation or identity
needed to be restored.

Women's names are taken away often.

When she marries, she frequently loses her identity as she
had known it for her whole nonmarried life.
The practice of passing the male's surname also makes
it very difficult for people to trace their female
lineages.

This application is one of the many ways in

which our language makes women "invisible and silent"
(Spender 1980, p. 25).

If a family had only female

children, the family has been said to die out.

Miller and
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Swift

(1991) uncovered a case in which a psychologist

shared what a father and husband faced when someone in the
family wanted to change the family name because
didn't like it"

(p.16).

"they

He had not realized what a

traumatic experience it would be to lose his last name and
that "only men have real names in our society,
don't"

(p. 16).

[sic] women

Lacking in the body of literature are the

reactions of fundamentalists and highly religious groups on
the trend of women keeping their own surname after
marriage.
Fear and Avoidance
For this portion of the model Pellauer states that
there is a "debasement of women's psychic or existential
life"

(1988, p. 133).

Women in the United States are

overrepresented in the use of psychotherapy.
seems to be unclear.

The reason

However, all around us we see the

dual representation of the ideal woman.

We are held up as

either the Madonna or whore, "mill girl or lady"

(Pellauer

1988, p. 141).
According to the Fundamentalist Christian faiths women
are to submit to their husbands.

According to the world in

which we live women can have homes and careers.

Many women

have both of these, thus keeping the workload to a maximum.
For one of the major theologians of the 20th century,
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Reinhold Niebuhr, it is a woman's biological duty to do
housework

(Pellauer 1988).

Niebuhr stated in an interview

to McCall's that the "present generation of college girls"
needs to "unite two vocations--a woman's biological
vocation and the vocation dictated by their individual
talents"

(p. 13 9).

He goes on to say that

there is a very great difference between
the biological role of the sexes. My wife
and I used to have breakfast together.
I'd
go to the office and see students or write
books. My wife had to get the children ready
for school, provide the lunch and do the
housekeeping, in addition to her work as
a professor. That is why I say combining
the two vocations is very difficult (Pellauer
1988, p. 139).
For Neihber the fact that a person is a woman is an
explanation for the biological vocation of caring for
children and doing housework.
It is the opinion of this researcher that fear is felt
by men as well.

If women were to reach their full

potential and take control of their religious lives, men
would hold less power

(Greeley 1993b).

Violence and lack of physical

security

At the Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh there was
recently a display of "lynching art," including postcards
and photographs taken of lynchings in the South.

The

question of whether or not the graphic and horrific images
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should be shown in the name of art created some
controversy. My mother said it was necessary to see as a
reminder of what has happened in our country.
said that it was inflammatory.

My father

The Pittsburgh Post Gazette

called it not "aesthetic expression" but rather a
"commercial product" that was a part of our history
2001) .

(Thomas

It is a way of showing what true ignorance can do

to a people.

Most of the pictures are old, and others are

hard to make out.

What happened to thousands of blacks

has happened to thousands of women.

It continues to

happen.
Until the turn of the century the crime of rape was a
crime on the same scale as theft, and reparations were paid
to the male in a woman's life, be it her father or her
husband.

Dale Spender

(1980) points out that the term rape

itself has lost its connotation to our society at large and
is a neutral term.

I asked a friend one day how he did on

a test he had just taken.

He said that the teacher raped

him. I wonder if that teacher using nothing more than a
couple sheets of paper could truly violate my friend in a
sexual nature.
On the harsh and overt end of this dimension are rape,
sexual assault, and battering.

These crimes emanate from
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the fear and hatred of women.

A man of physical stature

can cause a woman to submit to him.
On a daily basis women are told what to do with their
bodies in the name of religion.
Pellauer

These violations are what

(1988) sees as "less dramatic but no less

important violations ...to women's bodies"

(p. 133) and

include but are not limited to lack of contraception or
education on the subject, lack of or rigid abortion rights,
and overuse of sterilization practices.

These issues have

been played out in the political arena.

Both of these

areas of our social order, religion and politics, are
controlled by men and thus allow men to be in control of
women's bodies.
For some it is the church's responsibility to protect
women who are abused.

Andrew Greeley

(1993a), a priest and

sociologist, questions the motives behind the Catholic
Church's loud voice against women becoming priests and a
"virtual silence on the abuse of women"

(p. 28).

Rationalizations
These rationalizations are seen as "any good argument,
assumption, or conclusion that makes any of the

[previous

dimensions] seem right, good, natural, unchangeable,
inevitable, taken-for-granted, or divinely ordained"
(Pellauer 1988, p. 134).

They can be as overt as the folk
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saying "You can't thread a moving needle," which assumes
that rape is not possible

(p. 134) or as subtle as a pastor

saying that women should shave their legs.
All of these dimensions work with one another to
create a state of sexism.

And none of them would work

without the use of rationalizations to carry them out.
More important, the rationalizations must be held not only
by those with the power and wealth in the society but also
by those who are the subordinates.

The greatest marketing

tools that the sexism industry could use are the women who
grace the pages of the ample fashion magazines,
pornographic videos, and regular women who have not had the
chance to be enlightened on the plight of their sisters.
As presented in this chapter, a multidimensional model
has been used to explain the different facets of the sexism
in religion.

Just as there is no one specific type of

sexism in religion, there is no one specific way to explain
the presence of it.

In the next chapter a review of the

literature will give more understanding to the definitions
and measures of religiosity and fundamentalism.
addition, past studies will be reexamined for the
implementation and findings of these measures.

In

CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Religion has been studied from many different angles.
There has been extensive research in the psychology of
religion

(i.e., Haque 2001; Hill 1994; Hood 2000; McCauley

2000), the anthropology of religion

(i.e., Glazier 1997;

Lambek 2000; Maskarinec 2001; Thomas 1998), the philosophy
of religion

(i.e., Anderson 1998; Baggett 2000; Davies

1998; Harris 2001), and the sociology of religion

(i.e.,

Flanagan 2001; Heyer-Gray 2000; Wallace 2000; Weber
1963).

[1922]

All of them are attempting to place meaning on

religion in the life of the individual or society.

This

study will investigate the sociological aspects of religion
as they pertain to the realm of feminist issues.

The main

focus of this review of the literature is to trace past
studies concerning religiosity and fundamentalism as they
relate to feminism.
Religiosity
When studying the sociological aspects of religion one
must look at religiosity.

Religiosity is a measure of the

amount of religiousness in a person's life.
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The amount of
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religiosity in a person's life can be difficult to
quantify.

There is no one universal way to practice

religion and, thus, no universal way to study it.

There

are many different ways in which researchers measure
religiosity.
Measures of Religiosity
Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood, Jr.

(1999) compiled a

collection of instruments that have been used to uncover
the various aspects of religiosity.

Religiosity

includes

such things as the extent to which one is connected to a
religious organization or institution, church attendance
and/or involvement, and level of involvement
structure

in its social

(e.g., Alston 1975; Shafranske and Maloney

1990).

The Rohrbaugh-Jessor Religiosity Scale uses variables such
as church attendance, prayer patterns, belief in God, and
the value one places on religion in one's life to measure
religiosity

(Knox, Langehough, Walters, and Rowley

1998).

Al ston (1975) used a three dimensional approach to
looking at religiosity.

He defined it as subjective,

behavioral, and quasi-institutional.

To measure the

subjective, Alston looked at the self-reported strength of
religious affiliation.

To measure behavioral

religiosity

he used reported church attendance, while quasiinstitutional religiosity included reported respect given
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to religious leaders
Mookherjee

(Alston 1975).

(1994), in a study on the effects of

religiosity on one's perceptions of well-being,

divided

variables into two categories, public and private.

The

public, or participatory, took into consideration the
respondents' church membership and frequency of church
attendance, while the private, or devotional, was comprised
of the respondents' reported frequency of prayer,

frequency

of Bible reading, and a "cumulative score of devotional
intensity"

(Mookherjee 1994, p. 4 03).

Church attendance
The Gallup poll asks "Did you, yourself, happen to
attend church in the last seven days."
Opinion Research Center

The National

(NORC) asks "How often do you

attend religious services?" and then gives responses
ranging from once a week to never.
Center

The Survey Research

(SRC) is more subjective in its question asking

"Would you say you go to church regularly, often,
or never?"

seldom,

Both the NORC and the Gallup polls can be used

to quantify the attendance of their samples while the SRC's
question is such that it would be difficult to quantify and
is thus less precise.
Luckmann

(1967) looking at the same issue hypothesized

that women in the workforce would have the same church
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attendance as men.

He saw a negative correlation between

the rise of the postindustrial society and level of
involvement in church.
Wallace

A later study by Ulbrich and

(1984) looked at workforce status of women and the

effect it had on church attendance.

According to them,

women consistently report attending church on a regular
basis at a greater rate than men report.

They also found

that other variables such as age and having a spouse of the
same denomination were greater predictors within the sex
differential in church attendance.
nonworking

Therefore,

"working and

[sic]" women attend church at the same rate.

According to Bendroth

(2001) just simply "pick any

unit of measurement --pew rents, membership figures,
financial giving, attendance at church-sponsored events and
institutions

(excluding seminaries of course)--and women

predominate"

(p.47).

The numbers still hold true, no

matter the theology.
Church attendance alone is a "relatively
indicator" of religious commitment

superficial

(Corwyn and Benda 2000).

Attendance is only one way in which a person may be
involved in religious practices.
Previous Research on Correlates of Religiosity
Religion has a very important role in determining an
individual's social behavior.

The use of religiosity as a
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socio-demographic indicator is widely used in many studies.
Ehrenberg

(1977) assigned religiosity to be a non-

market activity.

He summarized that past studies on

household allocation of time are not substantial in their
correlation to religiosity.

His basis for this finding is

that many use yearly church attendance as the only
predictor of religiosity.
Using the 1988 General Social Survey, Mookherjee
(1994) found that levels of religiosity and perceptions of
well-being are positively correlated.
variance

The analysis of

(ANOVA) showed that with all measures of

religiosity the outcome was positive.

Church membership

yielded an F of 26.22

(p< .0001), and church attendance

yielded an F of 14.10

(p< .0001).

Victor

(2001) used exit poll data to look at the

relationship between religiosity and the election of 2000.
He found that "traditionally religious people"

(p. 7),

those reporting a higher level of church attendance, were
more likely to vote Republican.

Those who were opposed to

abortion were more likely to be more religious than were
those who did not.

In a similar fashion, those who were

Protestant were more likely to vote Republican.
Along these same lines, the more religious people are
more likely to be conservative politically.

A report by
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the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press found
that 51 percent of the respondents affirmed that religion
was the most important factor in their attitudes toward
abortion.

At the same time, 52 percent of those opposed to

same sex marriages cited religion as the reason for this
view

(Olsen 1996).

However, other social issues are not

supported as strongly.

Only 3 percent say that their views

on the environment have been influenced by their religious
beliefs

(Olsen 1996).
Fundament a1i sm

As has been demonstrated, religiosity is a collection
of different aspects of one's religious life.

The

measurement of religiosity varies from researcher to
researcher.

The same, too, can be said for the measurement

of fundamentalism.

One of the main problems that arises is

the fact that some view fundamentalism in terms of
political ideology as opposed to religious beliefs
2000).

(Singer

The ability to uncover levels of fundamentalism is

difficult because there has been difficulty in formulating
a shared definition

(Kellstedt and Smidt 1991) .

Fundamentalism, which arose in the late 19 th and early
2 0 t h century in America, is a subgroup of American
evangelicalism

(Kellstedt and Smidt 1991) that has come to

be seen as the "religiously conservative Christians"

(Bolce
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and DeMaio 1999) by the public at large
Larson 1997) .

(Hunter 1983;

They were a subgroup of several

denominations that were opposed to modernism.
Bacote

Vincent

(2000) calls fundamentalism the "New Scarlet Letter"

and notes that outside of the evangelical movements it is
considered the "f-word"

(p. 98).

Fundamentalists believe in the virgin birth, the
bodily resurrection of Jesus, premillennialism or second
coming of Jesus before the millennium

(Balmer 1994; Brasher

1998), salvation through Jesus Christ, a duty to spread the
faith to others, and taking the Bible literally
and Smidt 1991).

(Kellstedt

They see the Bible as the inerrant word

of God and use the literal translation of the Bible as a
way to explain or justify positions on issues in their
lives

(Balmer 1994; Hawley and Proudfoot 1994) .

to Peek, Lowe, and Williams

According

(1991) it is an "important

religious source of prejudice toward women"

(p. 1205) .

Some researchers point to the birth of the women's movement
as the catalyst for the resurgence of Protestant
fundamentalism in America

(Bendroth 2001; DeBerg 1990).

Previous Research on Correlates of Fundamentalism
In order to identify whether or not someone is a
fundamentalist, Kellstadt and Smidt

(1991) formulated three

different strategies for measuring levels of
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fundamentalism.

They used denominational

affiliation,

theological beliefs, and self-identification.
When looking at how fundamentalism affects one's view
of women's issues, Peek, Lowe, and Williams

(1991) looked

at fundamentalism on two different levels, group and
individual,

"The vast majority" of previous research had

focused on the denominational aspects of fundamentalism,
thus leaving out the individual aspects of measurement.
The group level, or denominational, fundamentalism can best
describe the sexist attitudes that men hold, while the
individual level, or personal aspects such as Biblical
interpretation,, best describes women's sexist attitudes.
The main reasons for women holding sexist views are women's
connection to the personal relationship, their lack of
extensive social networks, and the day to day confrontation
of sexist practices

(Peek, Lowe, and Williams 1991) .

In a study done by Peek and Brown

(1980) there was no

difference for political sexism between Protestants of the
fundamentalist type and those that were non-fundamentalist.
There was, however, a difference when level of religiosity
was introduced into the regression.

Fundamentalists with a

higher level of religiosity were more likely to hold a
politically sexist ideology.

According to the researchers

this difference can be accounted for by two possible
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factors.

The first is that the "greater exposure and

commitment to biblical bias against women"

(Peek and Brown

1980, p. 179) can produce a higher level of sexism among
the more religious fundamentalists.

The second reason is

the "variations in localism among fundamentalists"

(Peek

and Brown 1980, p. 179).
An earlier study by Gorsuch and Aleshire

(1974) found

that fundamentalists are more likely to hold ethnic
prejudices than are those who are not fundamentalist.

But,

high levels of religiosity did not produce the same effect.
The fundamentalist and nonfundamentalists scored similarly
when religiosity was introduced to explain the presence of
ethnic prejudice.
The opposite view has also been looked at as well.
Brenda E. Brasher

(1998) did a participant/observation case

study of two fundamentalist congregations in California.
She found that the women's involvement within these
congregations was very empowering to the women.

At each

church, while being left out of the senior pastorate and
other leadership roles, women "utilize[d] the presence of
the sacred gender wall to rationalize the development of
extensive ministry programs run exclusively for, and
managed solely by, themselves"

(Brasher 1998, p. 13).

idea falls in line with that of Cable

This

(1992) in that women
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are empowered by the leadership skills that are thrust on
them as they continue to participate in social movements,
churches, etc.
Demographics
Other factors come into play when trying to uncover
levels of religiosity.

Gender, age and classification of

one's denomination as fundamentalist, moderate, or liberal
may influence either religiosity or sexism or both.
Women are more likely to report a higher level of
religiosity
1998).

(Miller and Hoffman 1995; Walter and Davie

On almost all measures of religiosity, women score

higher than do men.

They tend to have a greater reported

interest in religion

(Lenski 1953), report more frequent

church attendance

(Byfield and Byfield 2001; Ulbrich and

Wallace 1984), and are more likely to pray and read their
Bibles

(General Social Survey 2001).

Much research has been done on the effect that the
transition to college has on one's religiosity.

It was at

one time said that the change has a secularizing effect on
students' religious lives

(Glock and Stark 1965) .

Others,

more recently, have shown a very weak correlation between
going to college and religious beliefs and practices
and Johnson 1995).

(Hoge

The religious life of a student before

he or she came to college is very important in determining
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the attachment to religion once in the university situation
(Roberts, Koch, and Johnson 2 001).
The classification of one's denomination has always
been a difficult task to uncover

(Smith 1987).

By the

1970s there were 1,187 denominations in the United States
(Smith 1987).

As a result, using denominations as an

indicator of attitudes toward social issues has been seen
as a confusing task.

The problem is further complicated by

the government's lack of data on the subject

(Smith 1987).

Many scales have been made to attempt to group together
denominations that share similar attitudes.

Those

denominations that are fundamentalist share beliefs in: 1)
the inerrancy of the Bible, 2) being "born again" through
the acceptance of Jesus Christ as a personal savior, 3) the
return of Christ, 4) a desire to convert or reach out to
others through evangelism, and 5) "traditional

Protestant

beliefs such as the Trinity, virgin birth, and the
existence of angels and devils"

(Smith 1987, p. 2).

Those

denominations that are referred to as liberal tend to: 1)
put emphasis on the order of this world rather than the
afterlife and encourage change to the social order as a
result, 2) accept science and secular changes as plausible,
3) not place faith in the literal message of the Bible, and
4) be non-adventist

(Smith 1987, p. 2).
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Studies show that religiosity is also positively
correlated to age (Ehrenberg 1977).

However, others have

shown that age and religiosity are affected by time periods
(Argue, Johnson, and White 1999).
In the current chapter a discussion of the
measurements of and past research on religiosity and
fundamentalism has been included.

The following chapter

provides a complete listing of the hypotheses formulated
from information presented in the previous two chapters.
Also discussed are the independent and dependent variables
used, the sample, and the frequency distributions of both
types of variables.

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODS
To this point I have presented the synthesis of
religion and sexism through the use of a theoretical
framework as well as through the use of a review of the
literature.

As we have seen from the review of the

literature, the conceptions of religion are intermingled
with many other concepts such as the difference between
religiosity and fundamentalism.
The current chapter will pertain to the hypotheses
that I conceived as a result of the previous two chapters.
The following hypotheses will help to create a framework
for the research question.
Hypotheses
Hi:

Female respondents will be more likely to report being
a feminist than will male respondents.

H2:

Respondents who exhibit higher levels of religiosity
will be less likely to report being in favor of women
in politics than will those who exhibit lower levels
of religiosity.

H3:

Respondents who report having higher level of
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religiosity will be more likely to report having a
conservative view of women's familial responsibilities
than will those with lower levels of religiosity do.
H4:

Respondents who hold more fundamentalist views in
their religious practices will be less likely to
report being in favor of women in politics than will
those who hold more liberal religious views.

H5:

Respondents who hold more fundamentalist views in
their religious practices will be less likely to
report being feminist than will those who hold more
liberal views.

H6:

Respondents who hold more fundamentalist views in
their .re] .igious practice will be more likely to
disapprove of abortion than will those who are more
religiously liberal.

H7:

Respondents who hold more fundamentalist views in
their religious practices will be more likely to feel
that "biology" is important in explaining why women
are primary childcare givers than will those with more
liberal views.

H8:

Respondents who hold more fundamentalist views in
their religious practices will be more likely to feel
that "God's will" is important in explaining why women
are primary childcare givers than will those with more

liberal views.
Sample
"The mission of the GSS is to make timely, highquality, scientifically relevant data available to the
social science research community"
2001).

(General Social Survey

For the purpose of this study, the 1996 General

Social Survey data will be used because many questions
dealing with women's issues, from attitudes toward abortion
to attitudes on the effect of the women's movement.

In

addition, there are questions that make it possible to
uncover aspects of religiosity such as number of times a
week one attends church and strength of affiliation.
Due to the nature of the study I have chosen to look
at only those respondents who claimed that they were a part
of the Protestant faiths.

To get that number I chose only

those respondents that answered the question "What is your
religious preference?" with "Protestant."

When controlling

for religious preference the sample was made up of 1664
valid cases.
Of those cases 60 percent were females leaving 40
percent male.

These percentages are not quite the mirror

of the national sex ratio; however, as has been stated
before, women are more likely to be religious, thus
accounting for the difference in proportion.
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The ages of the sample ranged from 18 to 89.

The mean

age for the people who reported being Protestant was 48.35.
The median and mode are 46 and 38 respectively.
Of those who reported being Protestant, 78 percent
identified themselves as being White.

Twenty percent

reported being Black, while 2 percent chose "other."

For

the purpose of this study I will use only the White
respondents as including and controlling for race is
outside of the scope of the present study.

Thus

controlling for both religious preference and race the
sample contains 1,302 cases.

There is some variance in the

number of cases for some of the variables.

This variance

is due to the interviewing techniques employed by the NORC.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variable is "attitudes toward women's
issues."

In attempting to uncover the respondent's

attitudes toward women's issues I divided the questions
into the four categories and, in turn, created four scales
measuring familial roles of women, attitudes toward
abortion, women in politics, and attitudes toward the
"women's movement."
Data reduction was completed by factor analysis in
order to create scales from related variables.

The

principle component method was used for extraction, with
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only one factor extracted from the variables.

Rotation was

achieved by direct oblimin, and the factor scores were
saved as a variable using the regression method.

In

addition, several other variables will be used on an
individual basis.
Scale Variables
The first set of items has been used to determine the
respondents' attitudes toward women's familial roles in
society.

These items use a four-point, Likert-type scale

going from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree" and are
coded from "1" to "4." "Don't Know" and "No Answer," coded
"8" and "9" respectively, were also included as possible
choices.

For the purpose of analysis the coding for the

first question was reversed such that "1" was "Strongly
Disagree," "2" was "Disagree," "3" was "Agree," and "4" was
"Strongly Agree."

The "Don't Know" and "No Answer" choices

were left out of the analysis.
These questions are as follows:
•

A working [sic] mother can establish just as warm
and secure.a relationship with her children as a
mother who does not work. (Mom)
• It is more important for a wife to help her
husband's career than to have one herself. (Husband)
• A preschool child is likely to suffer if his or her
mother works. (Preschool)
• It is much better for everyone involved if the man
is the achiever outside the home and the woman takes
care of the home and family. (Family)
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The preceding were combined to create the Familial
Roles Scale using factor analysis.

A reliability analysis

produced a Cronbach's alpha of .79.
factor analysis was 2.4.

The Eigenvalue for the

This factor that was extracted

from the model explains 59 percent of the variance between
these variables.

The data in Table 1 show the frequency

distributions for the four variables included in the
Familial Roles Scale.

The mean for the Familial Roles

Scale was .135 with a range of 4.77 and standard deviation
of 1.011.
Table 1.

Frequency Distribution of Variables Included
in Familial Roles Scale

A g r e e or
Disagree

Mom*
N
$

Husband
N
S

.ongly
Disagree

84

7.. 8

219

20.9

S5

Disagree

323

30.. 0

574

54.7

Agree

447

41. 5

228

Strongly
Agree

222

20. 6

29

1, 076

Total
Reverse

coded

for

Family
N

9. 1

152

14.4

408

38 . 9

438

41.4

21.7

439

41.9

383

36.2

2.8

106

10.1

85

8.0

1, 0 5 0

analysis

Pres chool
N

1, 048

1, 058

purpose

The second scale focused on attitudes toward abortion.
These items included questions regarding abortion, which
are answered with either a "Yes" or a "No" and coded "1"
and "2" respectively.

"Don't Know" and "No Answer," coded
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"8" and "9" respectively, were also included as possible
choices.
These items are as follows:
Please tell me whether or not you think it should be
possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal
abortion...
• If the woman wants it for any reason?
• If she is married and does not want any more children?
• If the woman's own health is seriously endangered by the
pregnancy?
• If the family has a very low income and cannot afford any
more children?
• If she became pregnant as a result of rape?
• If she is not married and does not want to marry the man?
• If there is a strong chance of serious defect in the
baby?
A reliability analysis generated a Cronbach's alpha of
.89.

Using factor analysis, a scale was created.

The data

in Table 2 show the frequency distribution for the
variables used in the Attitudes toward Abortion Scale.
Table 2.

Frequency Distribution of Variables Included
in Attitudes toward Abortion Scale

Legal
or Not

Any
N
%

No More
N
%

Health
N
%

Yes

325 39.6

341 41.6

753 92.1

No

495 60.4

478 58.4

Total

820

819

65

7.9
818

Poor
N
%

Rape
N
%

Single
N %

Defect
N
%

41.7

669 81.8

341 41.3

677 81.6

481 58.3

149 18.2

484 58.7

153 18.4

344

825

818

825

830

The Eigenvalue for this group of variables was 4.16, and 60
percent of the variance within the model is explained by
the seven questions that went into creating this scale.
The mean for the scale was 7.37"'-- with a range of 2.95 and
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a standard deviation of .99.
The third scale will measure the respondents'
attitudes toward the effect of the women's movement on
various groups. The choices for answers were "Improves
Their Lives," "Made Their Lives Worse," or "Had No Effect
on Their Lives"

(coded 1-3).

"Don't Know" and "No Answer,

coded "8" and "9" respectively, were also included as
possible choices. The items were as follows:
We'd like your views on how the women's movement has
affected certain groups.
• Full-time homemaker
• Women with working-class jobs
• Women with management or professional jobs
• Men
• Children
• You, yourself
Table 3.

Frequency Distribution of Variables**
Included in Attitudes toward Women's
Movement Scale
Homemaker:

Improved
Or Worsened
Improved
Lives
Made lives
Worse
Total

N

%

Working
Class
N
%

Manage./
Profess.
N %

Men

Children

N

%

N

You

»

N

%

234

59.4

505

93.7

538

94.1

158

41.3

224

48.8

209

83.9

159

40.5

34

6.3

34

5.9

225

58.7

235

51.2

40

16.1

393

539

572

383

459

249

A reliability analysis obtained a Cronbach's alpha of
.78.

The frequency distributions for the variables of the

Attitude toward the Women's Movement Scale are included in
Table 3.

Using factor analysis, these variables were

combined to create the scale.

The Eigenvalue for the model
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was 2.77.

The percentage of the variance explained by that

factor was 46.

The mean for this scale is .219 with a

range of 4.48 and a standard deviation of 1.15.
The fourth scale that was used in the analysis deals
with respondents' attitudes toward women in politics.
The first two questions have a choice of answers that are
"1" for "Agree" and "2" for "Disagree." "Don't Know" and
"No Answer," coded "8" and "9" respectively, were also
included as possible choices.

For the third question the

answer choices were "1" for "Yes" and "2" for "No." "Don't
Know" and "No Answer," coded "8" and "9" respectively, were
also included as possible choices.

For data analysis the

choices were recoded so that "1" was "Disagree" and "2" was
"Agree."

The three questions that were used to create this

scale were as follows:
•

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Women
should take care of running their homes and leave
running the country up to men.

•

Tell me if you agree or disagree with this statement:
Most men are better suited emotionally for politics
than are most women.

•

If your party nominated a woman for President, would
you vote for her if she were qualified for the job?
A reliability analysis obtained a Cronbach's alpha of

.71.

The fourth scale that was produced using factor

analysis is the Women in Politics Scale.

The frequency
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distribution for the three questions included in this scale
is presented in Table 4.
was 1.77.

The Eigenvalue for the analysis

The percentage of variance was 59.

The mean for

the Women in Politics Scale was .107 with a range of 3.94
and a standard deviation of 1.08.
Table 4.

Disagree
Or A g r e e

Frequency Distribution of Variables**
Included in Women in Politics Scale
Women stay home,
men run country
N
%

M e n better suited for
politics than women
N
%

Yes
No

V o t e for female
pres. candidate
N

Dis a g r e e

675

81 . 0

608

73. 8

Yes

763

90.. 9

Agree

158

19 . 0

216

26.2

No

76

9.. 1

Total

833

100 . 0

824

100.0

839

100., 0

Individual Variables
In addition, another set of questions that deals with
the "traditional" roles and responsibilities of women in
society will be used in the analysis.

These variables

address the issue of why women are more likely to care for
children.

They will be used on an individual basis as they

each measure a different explanation of the woman as
primary childcare giver phenomenon.

These items use a

four-point, Likert-type scale going from "Very Important"
to "Not at All Important" and coded "i"-"4."

"Don't Know"

and "No Answer," coded "8" and "9" respectively, were also
included as possible choices.
follows:

The questions were as
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•

Women are biologically better suited to care for
children.
How important do you think this reason is for
explaining why women are more likely to take care of
children?
• It is God's will that women care for children.
How
important do you think this reason is for explaining
why women are more likely to take care of children?
Table 5 includes the frequency distribution for the
variable that asks the respondents how important biology is
in explaining why women are more likely to care for the
children.

Of those asked, 33.6 percent feel that biology

is very important, while another 26.7 percent feel that it
is an important reason for explaining why women are more
likely to care for children.
Table 5.

Frequency Distribution of Biology as Reason
for Women Taking Care of Children

Importance

Frequency

Percentage

Very important
Important
Somewhat important
Not at all important

221
176
143
118

33.6
26.7
21.7
17.9

Total

658

100.0

Table 6.

Frequency Distribution of God's Will as
Reason for Women Taking Care of Children

Importance

Frequency

Percentage

Very important
Important
Somewhat important
Not at all important

124
111
108
301

19.3
17.2
16.8
46.7

Total

644

100 . 0
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The data in Table 6 display the frequency distribution
for the variable that asks respondents how important God's
will is in explaining why women are more likely to care for
the children.

Close to half

(47%) of those included from

the sample feel that this reason is not at all important in
the explanation as to why women are more likely to care for
the children.
The respondents' self reported amount of importance of
women's rights will also be used in the analysis.

The

question, "How important is the women's rights issue to
you?" used a four point Likert-type scale ranging from "One
of the Most Important" to "Not Important at All"

(coded 1-

4). "Don't Know" and "No Answer," coded "8" and "9"
respectively, were also included as possible choices.
Table 7.

Frequency Distribution of Importance of
Women's Issues

Importance

Frequency

Percentage

One of the most important
Important
Not very important
Not important at all

48
335
194
80

7.3
51.0
29.5
12.2

Total

657

100 . 0

Table 7 contains the data from the frequency distribution
for the variable "the importance of women's issues."
those asked the question, the majority

Of

(58.3%) feel that
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women's issues are at least important in the respondent's
life.
In addition the variable on self-reported feminist status
was used.

The question, "Do you think of yourself as a

feminist or not?" used answers of "Yes" and "No" (coded 1
and 2).

"Don't Know" and "No Answer," coded "8" and "9"

respectively, were also included as possible choices.
Table 8 contains the frequency distribution for the
variable asking if the respondent reports being a feminist.
Of those included from the sample almost 84 percent do not
describe themselves as being a feminist.
Table 8.

Frequency Distribution of Self-reported
Feminism

Attitude

Frequency

Yes
No
Total

.

Percentage

103
535

16.1
83.9

638

100.0

Independent Variables
The main independent variables for this project are
religiosity and fundamentalism.

The questions concerning

religiosity and the choices of their answers are as
follows:
•

How often do you attend religious services?
Never, less than once a year, about once or twice
a year, several times a year, about once a month,
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2-3 times a month, nearly every week, every week,
several times a week (coded 0-8)
•

Would you call yourself a strong (PREFERENCE NAMED
IN RELIG OR DENOM) or a not very strong (PREFERENCE
NAMED IN RELIG OR DENOM)?
Not very strong, somewhat strong, strong
(coded 1-3)

These questions will be used separately to measure the
respondents' level of religiosity.
Table 9.

Frequency Distribution of Church Attendance

Church Attendance

Frequency

Percentage

Never - less than
once a year

419

33.3

Several times a
year - 2-3
times a month

391

31.0

Nearly every weekmore than once
a week

450

35.7

1,260

100.0

Total

Table 9 contains data for the frequency distribution
of the variable measuring church attendance.

The

distribution is fairly even among the three categories with
the highest level of church attendance holding the largest
percentage with 37.7.

This group will be considered to

have high levels of religiosity.
Table 10 includes the frequency distribution of
strength of affiliation.

For the purpose of analysis those
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who are "strong" in their affiliation are considered to
have a high level of religiosity.

The respondents added

the second category.
Table 10.

Frequency Distribution of Strength of
Affiliation

Affiliation

Frequency

Not very strong
Somewhat strong*
Strong
Total

Percentage

602
135
501

48.6
10.9
40.5

1,238

*Answer

w a s not

an o r i g i n a l

choice

but

100 . 0
volunteered

by

respondents.

In addition to the religiosity measures, the
respondents' level of fundamentalism will be used for
analysis.

The variables that will be used cover the

respondents' Biblical interpretation, level of
fundamentalism as assigned by the NORC, and the
respondents' self reported religious identification.

The

respondents' attitude toward the nature of the Bible
includes the following question:
Which of these statements comes closest to describing
your feelings about the Bible?
•

The Bible is an ancient book of fables, legends,
history, and moral precepts recorded by men.

•

The Bible is the inspired word of God but not
everything in it should be taken literally, word for
word.

•

The Bible is the actual word of God and is to be
taken literally, word for word.
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The frequency distribution included in Table 11 shows
the respondent's view of the Bible.

Of the 847 respondents

that answered this question, 37 percent claim that the
Bible is the actual word of God, while 9 percent feel that
it is a book of fables.
Table 11.

Frequency Distribution of Biblical
Interpretation

Interpretation

Frequency

Percent

Book of Fables
Inspired by God
Actual Word of God

75
458
464

9.0
54.0
37.0

Total

847

100.0

Whether the respondents are fundamentalist or not will
also be used as a variable.

The GSS determines

fundamentalism based on criteria uncovered by a study done
by Tom Smith

(1987).

Protestant denominations are placed

into categories based on such things as belief that the
Bible is inerrant, amount of orthodoxy and belief in being
born again

(Smith 1987).

When the GSS data are analyzed,

the denomination with which they are affiliated will
determine whether they are fundamentalist, moderate, or
liberal.

For use in this study "Fundamentalist" will be

coded as 3, "Moderate" will be coded as 2, and "Liberal"
will be coded as 1.
The frequency distribution for the level of
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fundamentalism is shown in Table 12.

This level is

assigned by the NORC as it is based on the respondents'
reported Protestant denomination.

In contrast to the mere

18.2 percent identifying themselves as fundamentalists,
48.9 percent of the Protestants are identified as
fundamentalists.
Table 12.

Frequency Distribution of Level of
Fundamentalism

Identification

Frequency

Liberal
Moderate
Fundamentalist

352
303
626

27.5
23.7
48.9

1,281

100.0

Total

Table 13.

Percent

Frequency Distribution of Self-reported
Religious Identification

Identification

Frequency

Percent

Liberal
Mainline
Evangelical
Fundamentalist

217
243
165
139

28.4
31.8
21.6
18.2

Total

764

100.0

The respondents' self reported religious
identification question is included below.
distribution is shown in Table 13.

These

The frequency
identification

markers apply only to the Protestant respondents.

Of the

764 respondents that were included, only 18.2 percent

identified themselves as fundamentalists.

This variable of

self reported religious identification was recoded into
four separate variables for the purpose of analysis.

For

the purpose of multiple regression this variable was also
made into four dummy variables.

The respondents' self

reported religious identification question and variable
coding is as follows:
•

When it comes to your religious identity, would you say
you are a Fundamentalist, Evangelical, Mainline, or
Liberal Protestant, or do none of these describe you?
Analytic Procedures
In order to test the previously mentioned hypotheses,

bivariate procedures were used.

Multiple regression was

also be used to show the importance of each of the included
variables.
A complete listing of the hypotheses used has been
presented in this chapter.

In addition, there has also

been the inclusion of the variables used and the frequency
distributions of each.

The next chapter includes the data

analysis for the current study-

Included are the tables

for both the correlations and regressions used with the
data.

CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS
In order to investigate the relationship between
religiosity and attitudes toward women's issues, as well as
the relationship between fundamentalism and attitudes
toward women's issues, a subset of the 1996 General Social
Survey data was analyzed. The data were analyzed using
bivariate correlation as well as linear and logistic
regressions.
Bivariate Correlation
The data in the bivariate correlation tables to follow
display the relationships between the independent and
dependent variables.

This method of analysis was chosen

for its ability to show the relationship between many
variables at the same time.

Later in this chapter linear

and logistic regression will be used to show the relative
importance of each of the variables in the models.
The data in Table 14 show the bivariate correlation
model for the Women's Movement Scale, Attitudes toward
Abortion Scale, Familial Roles Scale, and Women in Politics
Scale by all the various independent variables.
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Included
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in this scale are the Pearson Correlation r-values along
with an indication of significance.
Table 14 contains data that show the bivariate
relationships between the various independent variables and
the Attitudes toward the Women's Movement Scale.

There are

only three significant relationships in this model.

The

Women's Movement Scale is positively correlated with
Biblical interpretation

(r=.292, p>.01) and self-report of

being evangelical(r=.397, p=.001).

There is a negative

correlation with self-report of being

liberal(r=-.317,

p=.01) .
From the table it is apparent that there is a positive
significant correlation between the abortion scale and both
measures of religiosity, the strength of affiliation
(r=.288, p>.001) and church attendance

(r=.321, p>.001).

As both the strength of affiliation and level of church
attendance rise the likelihood of having a negative
attitude toward abortion rises. In addition, there is a
positive, significant relationship between the abortion
scale and the measures of fundamentalism: Level of
Fundamentalism

(r=.369, p>.001), Biblical

Interpretation

(r=.333, p>.001), and Self-reported Fundamentalism
p>.001).

(r=.194,

Thus, as the level of fundamentalism rises, the

more literally one interprets the Bible; and as one reports
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Table 14.

Pearson Correlations for Various Scales and
Independent Variables
Women's
Movement
Scale

Abortion
Scale

Familial
Roles
Scale

W o m e n in
Politics
Scale

Liberal

- .317*

- . 294**

- .250**

.136**

Mainline

- . 144

- . 139**

- . 023

Evangelical

.397**

.312**

Fundamentalist

.142

Biblical
Interpretation

- . 028

. 146**

.039

.194**

. 157**

.154*

.292*

.333**

.260**

.217**

L e v e l of
Fundamentalism

. 182

.369**

.154**

.122**

Church
Attendance

. 175

.321**

.198**

. 048

S t r e n g t h of
Affiliation

. 042

.288**

.160**

. 067

Gender

- . 108

- . 028

.186**

- . 022

.124

- .041

.298**

Age
*p>.05

.186**

* *p>.001

of being fundamentalist, the more likely he/she is to have
a more negative attitude toward abortion.

Also of note is

the positive, significant relationship between the abortion
scale and being a self-identified evangelical
p>.001) .

(r=.312,

There are two negative, significant relationships

in the model. Being a self-identified religious liberal(r=.294, p>.001) and being self-identified mainline

(r=-.139,

p>.01) were both found to be negatively correlated to the
abortion scale.

No significant relationship was found

between the age or sex of the respondent and the abortion
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scale.
The data in Table 14 also show the relationships
between the Familial Roles Scale and the various
independent variables.

Once again as was seen with the

abortion scale model, the relationships between the
Familial Roles Scale and the main independent variables are
both positive and significant.
strength of affiliation
attendance

The data exhibit that both

(r=.160, p>.001) and church

(r=.198, p>.001), the measures of religiosity,

are positively correlated to the Familial Roles Scale.
That is to say, as the level of religiosity goes up, so
does the negative attitude about women being outside
traditional family roles.

At the same time, the measures

for fundamentalism are all positively correlated to the
Familial Roles Scale.

Level of fundamentalism

p>.001), Biblical interpretation

(r=.154,

(r=.260, p>.001), and

self-report of being fundamentalist

(r=.157, p>.001) are

all found to be significantly correlated to the dependent
variable.

As the level of fundamentalism, as measured by

all three of the individual variables, rises, so does the
likelihood that the respondent will have a negative
attitude toward women outside the traditional
roles.

familial

Also of note is the positive correlation between

the respondents' self report of being evangelical and the
Familial Roles Scale

(r=.146, p>.001).

There are also significant relationships with age of
respondent

(r=.298, p>.001), gender

(r=-.186, p>.001), and

self-report of being religiously liberal

(r=-.250, p>.001).

There is no relationship of significance between the
dependent variable and self-report of being religiously
mainline.
The data for the Women in Politics Scale are included
in Table 14 also.

While none of the religiosity measures

were significant, all three of the fundamentalism measures
were found to be significant with regard to the women in
politics scale.

The level of fundamentalism

p>.01) , Biblical interpretation
report of being fundamentalist

(r=.122,

(r=.217, p>.001), and self(r=.154, p>.01) were all

found to have significant relationship with the dependent
variable.

What these correlations indicate is that as the

level of fundamentalism rises, on all measures, so too does
the negative attitude toward women in politics.
There is also a significant relationship between the
age of the respondent and self-report of being liberal and
the women in politics scale.

Age

(r=.186, p>.001) is

positively correlated, showing that as age increases, so
does the likelihood that the respondent will have a
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negative attitude toward women in politics.
being liberal

Self-report of

(r=-.136, p>.01) is negatively related,

relaying that not being liberal increases the likelihood of
having a negative attitude toward women in politics.
Table 15 contains data showing the Biology, God's
Will, Importance of Issues, and Feminist variables against
the various independent variables.

The table contains the

values for Pearson's r as well as the significance level.
Table 15.

Pearson Correlations for Individual
Dependent Variables and Independent
Variables
Biology

. 190**

Liberal
Mainline
Evangelical

-.075
. 002

Importance
of I s s u e s

Feminist

-.198**

- . 070

- . 005

.14 8*

-.004

-.031

.058

. 087

-.012

- . 009

God's
Will
.224**

Fundamentalist

-.133*

-.218**

Biblical
Interpretation

-.186**

- . 048

. 085

.134**

L e v e l of
Fundamentalism

-.096*

. 028

. 050

.172**

Church
Attendance

- . 015

. 089*

. 114*

. 047

S t r e n g t h of
Affiliation

-.025

. 057

. 064

. 046

. 175**

-.200**

-.143**

-.193**

- .180**

-.133**

. 048

-.119**

Gender
Age
*p>.05

**p>.001

The variable that states that Biology is the reason
why women are the primary child caregivers is included in
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Table 15.

Of the main independent variables measuring

religiosity and fundamentalism, only the measures of
fundamentalism were significantly correlated.
interpretation

Biblical

(r=-.186, p>.001), level of fundamentalism

(r=-.096, p>.05), and self-report of being fundamentalist
(r=-.133, p>.010) were all found to be significantly
correlated to the dependent variable.

As the level of

these variables increases, the likelihood that the
respondents feel that biology is an important reason for
explaining why women usually care for children increases.
Also of significance in this model are the correlations of
age (r=-.180, p>.001) and gender

(r=.l'75, p>.001) with the

dependent variable.
Table 15 also includes the variable that states that
it is God's will that women care for children.

All of the

measures for religiosity and fundamentalism prove to be
significantly correlated.

Biblical interpretation

p>.001), level of fundamentalism

(r=.384,

(r=-.230, p>.001), and

self-report of being fundamentalist

(r=-.218, p>.001) are

all negatively correlated to the dependent variable.

In

other words, as these variables increase, the respondent is
more likely to see God's will as an important reason why
women care for children.

The same can be said for the

religiosity measures of church attendance

(r=-.202, p>.001)
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and strength of affiliation

(r=-.181, p>.001).

The data presented in Table 15 also show the
correlation model of the Importance of Women's Issues
variable.

Of the relations in the table only church

attendance

(r=.114, p>.01) and self-report of being

mainline

(r=.148, p>.01) are positively correlated with

significance.

As church attendance increases, the less

likely the respondent is to report that women's issues are
important in her/his life.

As well, a self-report of being

mainline decreases the likelihood of women's issues being
reported as important in the respondents' lives.
There are negative correlations of gender
p>.001) and self-report of being liberal

(r=-.143,

(r=-.198, p>.001)

with the Importance of Women's Issues variable.

These

relationships show that being female or self-reporting of
being liberal increases the likelihood that the respondents
feel women's issues are important in their lives.
The data in the table show that the religiosity
measures are not significantly correlated to the dependent
variable, Self-reported Feminism.
fundamentalism

The level of

(r=.172, p>.001) and Biblical

interpretation

(r=.134, p>.01) are both positive and significant in their
relationship with the dependent variable.

As the level of

fundamentalism goes up, the less likely the respondent is
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to report being a feminist.

The more literal the

interpretation of the Bible, the less likely the respondent
is to report being a feminist.

The self-report of being

fundamentalist was not found to be significant.
Also found to be significant are the correlations of
the age (r=-.119, p>.01) and gender

(r=-.193, p>.001) of

the respondent with whether the respondent is feminist.
Both of these relations are negative, showing that as age
increases, the more likely they are to report being a
feminist.

Also, being female makes the respondent more

likely to report being a feminist.
Multiple Regression
The data in the bivariate correlations showed that
negative attitudes toward women, as measured by the
different dependent variables and scales, were overall

(not

necessarily individually, correlated with high levels of
religiosity and high levels of fundamentalism.

Stepwise

entry method multiple regressions were run on the dependent
variables and scales in order to uncover the most important
variables when controlling for the others.

Entry method

logistic regression was run on the dichotomous variable
Self-reported Feminism.

For handling the missing data

listwise deletion method was used.

The standardized

and the metric regression coefficients

(beta)

(B) were included
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for each of the independent variables.
The data in Table 16 display the regression of the
dependent variable Attitude toward Abortion Scale.

From

the model it can be noted that the most important predictor
in one's attitude toward abortion is one's interpretation
of the Bible

(beta=.257 p>.001).

If you believe that the

Bible is the actual word of God, you are more likely to
Table 16.

Regression Model of Attitudes toward
Abortion Scale on Various Independent
Variables

Variables

Beta

Biblical
Interpretation

. 256***

Level of
Fundament a 1 i srn

. 146*

Being Evangelical

.215***

Being Religious
Liberal

- . 101

Being Mainline

- . 024

Church
Attendance

.160*

Strength of
Affiliation

.001

Age

- .067

Gender

- . 114

F
R^
*** p .001

17.182
.269
** p .01

* p>.05

have a negative attitude toward abortion.

Also significant

in the model are self-report of being Evangelical
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(beta=.215, p>.01), church attendance
and level of fundamentalism

(beta=.160, p>.05),

(beta=.146, p>.05).

Respondents with a higher level of church attendance are
more likely to have a negative attitude toward abortion as
enumerated in a higher score on the abortion scale.

In

much a similar way, as the respondents' level of
fundamentalism goes up, the more likely they are to score
high on the Attitude toward Abortion Scale, which
translates to being less likely to want abortions to be
legal.

Being a self reported evangelical makes one more

likely to have a negative attitude toward abortion.

The

multiple coefficient of determination or R 2 for this model
was found to be .269, which means that close to 27 percent
of the variance in the Attitude toward Abortion Scale is
explained by the variables in the model.
The data in Table 17 show the regression model for the
Familial Roles Scales.

Six variables were found to be

significant in this model.

The most important factor in

the determination of the Familial Roles Scale score was age
(beta=.246, p>.001).

As the age of the respondents goes

up, so too does the likelihood that they would have a
negative attitude toward women's familial roles as seen in
a high mark on the Familial Roles Scale.
this model as significant were Biblical

Also included in
interpretation
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(beta=.223, p>.001), gender

(beta=-.170, p>.001), self-

report of being religiously liberal
self report of being evangelical
level of fundamentalism

(beta=-.154, p>.01),

(beta=.090, p>.05), and

(beta=.128, p>.01). If one takes

the Bible literally, he or she is more likely to score high
on the Familial Roles Scale, which can be interpreted as a
negative attitude.

Once again, level of fundamentalism and

self-report of being evangelical warrant high marks on the
Familial Roles Scales.

Biblical interpretation was the

most important predictor until the level of fundamentalism
was added at which time age became the most important
predictor.
Both self-report of being religiously liberal and
gender have a negative beta, thus suggesting a negative
relation to the scale.

A self report of being religiously

liberal makes one more likely to score low on the Familial
Roles Scale, which translates into a positive attitude
toward women's familial roles.

Being male makes one more

likely to have a low score on the Familial Roles Scale.
The multiple coefficient of determination
found to be .249.

(R2) was

Close to 25 percent of the variance in

the Familial Roles Scale can be explained by the model of
independent variables.
Table 18 contains data for the regression model of the
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Table 17.

Regression Model of Women's Familial Roles
Scale on Various Independent Variables

Variables

Beta

Biblical
Interpretation

.223***

Level of
Fundamentalism

.128*

Being Evangelical

.090*

Being Religious
Liberal

-.154***

Being Mainline

-.035

Church
Attendance

.065

Strength of
Affiliation
Age
*** p .001

.053
** p>.~01

* p>. 05

.246***

Gender
-.170***
Women's Movement Scale. The only variable that was
F
24.820
R2
.249
significant in this model was self-report of being
evangelical

(beta=.449, p>.01).

R2 for this model was

.201, which means that 20 percent of the variance in the
Women's Movement Scale is explained by the independent
variables included in the model.

A second regression was

run with the inclusion of the self-report of being
fundamentalist added, and no change was made to the current
model.
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Table 18.

Regression Model of Women's Movement Scale
on Various Independent Variables
Beta

Variables
Biblical
Interpretation

.185

Level of
Fundamentalism

.034

Being Evangelical

.449^

Being Religious
Liberal

. 180

Being Mainline

. 047

Church
Attendance

. 042

Strength of
Affiliation

.109

Age

- . 155

Gender
F
R2
*** p .001

. 173

** p>.01

11.096
.183
* p>.05

The data in Table 19 include the regression model for
the Women in Politics Scale.
be significant in this model.

Three variables were found to
The most important predictor

of the dependent variable was Biblical
(beta=.230, p>.001).

interpretation

As Biblical interpretation goes up

(or is taken literally), the more likely the respondent is
to have a high score on the Women in Politics Scale, which
translates to a negative attitude in this category of
women's issues.
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Table 19.

Regression Model of Women in Politics Scale
on Various Independent Variables

Variables

Beta

Biblical
Interpretation

.210***

Level of
Fundamentalism

.102*

Being Evangelical

-.02

Being Religious
Liberal

.047

Being Mainline

.036

Church
Attendance

.018

Strength of
Affiliation

-.014

Age

.183***

*** p .001
Gender
F2
R

** p>.01

* p>. 05

.000

Also found to be15.719
significant were age
. 125

p>.001) and level of fundamentalism

(beta=.184,

(beta=.116, p>.05).

The older the respondent was, the more likely she or he
would score higher on the Women in Politics Scale.

As the

level of fundamentalism goes up, so does the likelihood
that the respondent will score high on this scale.

The

multiple coefficient of determination was found to be .125,
which means that 12.5 percent of the variation in the Women
in Politics Scale variable is explained by the independent
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variables.
The regression model in Table 2 0 shows the model for
explaining the Biology variable.

The most important factor

in determining where one falls on the continuum for this
variable was Biblical interpretation

(beta=-.205, p>.01).

As one interprets the Bible literally, she or he is more
inclined to presume Biology as an important reason for
explaining why women are more likely to care for the
children.
Table 20

Regression Model of Biology as Reason for
Women Taking Care of Children on Various
Independent Variables
Beta

Variables
Biblical
Interpretation

- . 205***

Level of
Fundamentalism

- . 045

Being Evangelical

. 054

Being Religious
Liberal

.202***

Being Mainline

- .107

Church
Attendance

- .074

Strength of
Affiliation

. 150*
-.177**

Age

. 170**

Gender

R
*** p .001

** p>.01

10.121
. 173
* p>.05
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Also found to be significant were self-report of being
religiously liberal

(beta=.202, p>.01), gender

(beta=.170,

p>.01), age

(beta=-.177, p>.01), and strength of

affiliation

(beta=.150, p>.05).

In other words, self-

report of being religiously liberal, being female, being
younger, and having a higher level of affiliation makes one
more likely to feel that biology is not an important

factor

in explaining why women are more likely to care for the
children.
The R2 for this model was .173.

Therefore, the model

can explain 17.3 percent of the variance in the dependent
variable.
Table 21 includes the data for the regression model
explaining the variance in the God's Will variable.

Only

two of the independent variables were found to be
significant.

The most important factor for this variable

was Biblical interpretation

(beta=-.356, p>.001).

Those

who interpret the Bible more literally are more likely to
say that God's will is an important reason why women care
for the children.

Also significant was the self-report of

being religiously liberal

(beta=.158, p>.05), which means

that being religiously liberal makes one likely to feel
that God' will is not an important reason for explaining
why women are more inclined to care for the children.

The
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multiple coefficient of determination was found to be .187;
thus, 18.7 percent of the variance was explained in the
dependent variable measuring God's will as a reason whywomen are more likely to care for the children.
Table 21.

Regression Model of God's Will as Reason for
Women Taking Care of Children on Various
Independent Variables

Variables

Beta

Biblical
Interpretation

-.356 ***

Level of
Fundamentalism

. 054

Being Evangelical

. 020

Being Religious
Liberal

. 158**

Being Mainline

. 086

Church
Attendance

. 063

Strength of
Affiliation

- . 015

Age

- . 097

Gender

R
*** p .001

. 011

** p .01

27.922
.187
* p>.05

The data in Table 22 show the regression model for the
variable asking the importance of women's issues in the
respondents' lives.

Of the independent variables only two

were significant in the model.

The most important

was the self-report of being religiously liberal

factor

(beta=-
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.219, p>.001).

This negative relationship implies that a

self-report of being religiously liberal would make one
more likely to feel that women's issues are important in
his/her life.

At the same time gender

(beta=-.105, p>.05)

was also found to be significant, indicating that being
female made one more likely to report women's issues being
important in her life.
Table 22.

Regression Model of Importance of Women's

Variables

Issues Variable on Various Independent
Variables
Beta

Biblical
Interpretation

. 078

Level of
Fundamentalism

. 079

Being Evangelical

. 059

Being Religious
Liberal

- .219

Being Mainline

. 025

Church
Attendance

. 068

Strength of
Affiliation

. 108

Age

.003

Gender
F
R2
*** p .001

- . 153

** p .01

10.597
.080
* p>.05

The R2 for this model was .080, which means 8 percent
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of the variance in the dependent variable was explained by
the independent variables.

A second regression was run

with the inclusion of the fundamentalist variable, and no
change to the present model was found.
Logistic Regression
Table 23 contains that data from the logistic
regression for the variable determining whether the
respondent is feminist or not.
Table 23.

Logistic regression was

Logistic Regression of Determining Factors
for Respondents' Report of Being a Feminist

Variables

B

S.E.

Exp

(B)

Biblical
Interpretation

.666

.465

1 . 95

Level of
Fundamentali sm

1.017**

.383

2 . 77

Being Evangelical

.889

. 643

2 .43
.

Being Religious
Liberal

.597

.585

1..82

Being Mainline

1. 041

.596

2 . 83

Church
Attendance

. 089

. 449

1 .. 09

Strength of
Affiliation

. 908*

.376

2 .48
.

Age

- . 013

Gender
Constant
*** p .001

. 972*

** p .01

2 .398***
* p>.05

.011

. 987

.385

2 . 64

.693

11 . 00

used in place of linear regression, as the dependent
variable to be explained is dichotomous and not continuous

as needed for linear regression.

For the model there were

three variables that were found to be significant: being
male

(B=.972, p>.05 ( Exp B=2.644), having strong level of

affiliation

(B=.908, p>.05, Exp B=2.480), and level of

fundamentalism

(B=1.02, p>.01, Exp B=2.766).

From these

data we can formulate an equation to obtain a probability
for respondents with certain characteristics stating they
are not a feminist.

For the variables that were found to

be significant in the model the equation would be as
follows:
L'i = 2.398 + 1.017(1) + .908(1) + .972(1)= 5.295
P y=1 = 5.295 / 1 + 5.295 = .8411
According to the solution of the equation the probability
of respondents not defining themselves as feminist if they
meet the previous characteristics is .84.

One is 84

percent more likely to say that he is not a feminist if he
is a male, fundamentalist with a strong denominational
affiliation.
In examining the data presented in this chapter it is
evident that the main factor in predicting one's negative
attitude toward women is her or his interpretation of the
Bible as the actual word of God.

Other variables that were

consistent in their being significant were level of
fundamentalism, gender, and being evangelical.
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In the next chapter I will present a discussion of the
findings as well as a conclusion.

Also included will be

limitations to the present study and suggestion for further
studies.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this study has been on the effects of
religiosity and fundamentalism on attitudes toward various
women's issues.

In specific, I have examined how the

higher levels of both religiosity and fundamentalism
correlate with a negative attitude toward women's issues by
making use of data from the 1996 General Social Survey.
Frequency of church attendance and strength of
denominational affiliation were used to measured
religiosity.

Fundamentalism was measured by NORC assigned

level of fundamentalism, Biblical literalism, and ..
respondents' self-report of being fundamentalist.
issues were comprised of four scales

Women's

(Attitudes toward

Abortion, Women's Familial Roles, Attitudes toward Women's
Movement, and Women in Politics) and four individual
variables

(Importance of Women's Issues, Self-reported

Feminism, and Biology and God's Will as reasons for women
providing child care).

The findings suggest that both

measures of religiosity and fundamentalism influence
attitudes toward women's issues.
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Summary of Findings
One of the first things that can be seen in these data
is that not many people want to be labeled by either of the
"F" words, feminist and fundamentalist.

While the largest

percentage of respondents was labeled as fundamentalist by
the NORC standards at 4 8.9 percent, the lowest percentage
of respondents self reported being fundamentalist with only
18.2 percent.
Only 16.1 percent of the respondents reported being a
feminist, while almost 60 percent of the respondents
reported that women's issues are "Important" to "One of the
Most Important."

In addition, most respondents are overall

in favor of women in politics, the women's movement,
legalized abortion, and women's familial roles with the
mode of each of these scales being below the mid point thus
indicating a positive attitude toward each of these issues.
The religiosity measures of church attendance and
strength of affiliation were positively and significantly
correlated to several of the independent variables.

Both

were positively and significantly correlated to the
Attitude toward Abortion and Women's Familial Role Scales.
Only church attendance was positively and significantly
correlated to the God's Will and Importance of Women's
Issues variables.

The variables that measured

fundamentalism--NORC's

Level of Fundamentalism, Biblical Interpretation, and Selfreport of Being Fundamentalist--were also correlated with
many of the dependent variables.

Level of fundamentalism

is significantly correlated to the Attitude toward
Abortion, Familial Roles, and Women in Politics Scales.

It

is also correlated to the Self-report Feminism and Biology
variables.

Biblical Interpretation was significantly

correlated to all four of the scales, as well as the Selfreport Feminism and Biology variables.

Self-report of

Being Fundamentalist is significantly correlated with the
Attitudes toward Abortion, Familial Roles, and Women in
Politics Scales.

It was also correlated to the Biology and

God's Will variables.
Bible Interpretation was the one of the most important
variables for explaining the variance in f,ive of the seven
regression models.

Level of Fundamentalism was significant

in three of the models, and Self-report of Being
Fundamentalist was significant in two of the models.

At

the same time, Strength of Affiliation was significant in
two of the regression models, and Church Attendance was
significant in only one.
Even though most of the variables for measuring
religiosity and fundamentalism were significantly
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correlated with dependent variables measuring women's
issues, it sppss rs that by controlling for other variables,
the measures for fundamentalism outweigh the measures of
religiosity.

Namely Biblical Interpretation is the

greatest determinant of one's attitudes toward women's
issues.
Hypothesis One was supported by the data as both the
corre1a tion tables and regression models show that being
male makes one less likely to report being a feminist.
Hypothesis Two was not supported by the data as neither
measure for religiosity was found to correlate
significantly with the Women in Politics Scale.
Hypothesis Three was supported to the point that there
was correlation between both the measures of Religiosity
and the Familial Roles Scale.

Further analysis, by way of

linear regression, showed that there was no causal
relationship between the dependent variables and the scale.
Hypothesis Four was supported by the correlation table
showing that all three measures of fundamentalism
correlated with the Women in Politics Scale.

Further

analysis by linear regression showed that all three
measures of fundamentalism were still significant when I
controlled for other variables.
Hypothesis Five was supported by the correlation
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models that showed two of the three measures of
fundamentalism--Biblical Interpretation and Level of
Fundamental ism-- significantly related to the Self-reported
Feminism variable.

When analyzed with other variables in

the equations, only Level of Fundamentalism was found to
still be significant.
Hypothesis Six was supported by the data.

All three

of the measures of fundamentalism were significantly
correlated with the Attitudes toward Abortion Scale.

When

running a linear regression and controlling for other
variables all three independent variables were found to be
significant in the model.
Hypothesis Seven was supported with regard to the
Biology variable.

All three of the measures for

fundamentalism were found to be significant in the
correlation model.

When all the independent variables were

introduced into a linear regression model, only the
Biblical interpretation variable was significant.

The only

measure of fundamentalism that was found to significantly
correlated to the God's Will variable was Self-report of
Being Fundamentalist.

With further analysis, Biblical

Interpretation was the only variable that was found to be
significant in the linear regression model.
All in all, the measures of fundamentalism were found
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to be more significant in the regression models, which have
the ability to attempt to determine causation.

Religiosity

correlated with many of the dependent variables but failed
to keep the numbers when controlling for other variables.
In addition, both age and gender were significantly
correlated with many of the dependent variables.
Limitations of the Study
The first limitation to be addressed is the use of an
existing data set.

The biggest drawback to the use of this

data set was the fact that it is difficult to argue
validity.

There is no guarantee that the data in the

existing data set will in fact measure what you are looking
for.

The questions that the original researcher asks may

come close to the question that I want to analyze.

In the

same manner, there are some other questions that I would
have liked to pose to the respondents addressing their
ideas or definitions of feminism, women's roles, and
fundamentalism.
Also a drawback for this study was the Likert-type
scales for answers to several of the questions.

While two

respondents may have the same answer to the strength of
affiliation question, one's idea of strong affiliation and
the other's idea of strong affiliation may be quite
divergent.
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Another limitation on this study stems form the nature
of the NORC's interviewing techniques.

Due to the length

of the survey, no one respondent has been asked all the
questions.

There is a core of questions that is asked of

all the respondents.

The questions in the modules or topic

groups (i.e., sexual behaviors, gun control, abortion,
etc.) are asked to only some of the respondents.

More

important, finding a substantial group that has been asked
all the questions significant to my research was very
difficult and thus led to the discrepancy in the numbers.
The NORC questionnaires are administered face-to-face
and voluntarily.

These situations pose another set of

problems for this research.

Much of the information that

is asked of the respondents is of a sensitive nature,
especially when looking at topics as sensitive as religion
and gender.

Most people would not like to be considered

sexists, or racists, or atheists and will answer in a way
that will make them not seem combative.

Those who refused

to participate in the survey could have a different set of
answers for the questions answered.
Another limitation for this study was the inclusion of
the troublesome question used to measure the respondents'
self-report of Being Fundamentalist.

The four choices were

"Liberal," "Mainline," "Evangelical," and "Fundamentalist."
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Liberal and Mainline can be distinguished easily; however,
all Fundamentalists are Evangelical while not all
Evangelicals are Fundamentalists.

In addition, some of the

respondents were perhaps confused by the inclusion of both
markers.

Some respondents, not wanting to be labeled

Fundamentalists, perhaps chose Evangelical and thus account
for the difference in the NORC's Level of Fundamentalism-"Fundamentalist"

(48.9% of the sample)-- and the Self-

report of Being Fundamentalist

(18.2% of the sample).

Suggestions for Future Research
The current study was found to be convenient and
doable with limited sources.
for future research.

It is a good starting point

One suggestion for future research

would be to look at the data from other years and compare
how the attitudes toward women have changed since the
resurgence of fundamentalism in the 1980s.
Another approach that could be used for this study
would be to look only at African American Protestants.
According to literature Blacks and Whites go to church for
different reasons
Sherkat 1995).

(Chaves and Higgins 1992; Ellison and

With the current data an analysis could be

undertaken to show the difference between Whites and Blacks
in their level of fundamentalism and religiosity.
Also, using this study as a starting point, a new
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questionnaire could be formulated to find college students'
attitudes toward women's issues while factoring in
fundamentalism and religiosity.

Along the same lines, the

questionnaire could be administered to the elderly to find
their views.

The findings could then be compared for

further analysis.
From this study I have found that fundamentalism and
not necessarily religiosity alone are determining factors
in one's attitudes toward women's issues.

For further

study, a qualitative investigation of members of some of
the more fundamentalist churches would be beneficial.
that data one would be able to see if the reality of
people's attitudes reflect what the national survey has
found to be true.

From
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